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GIGABYTE Ultra Durableâ„¢ motherboards combine a unique combination of features and technologies that users absolutely
love. GIGA UltraDurable 2 delivers enhanced performance, much higher clock speeds, and markedly improved storage

efficiency. The board is fully compatible with Intel Core i7 and Intel Xeon E5 v3 processors, has eight USB 3.0 ports, two USB
2.0 ports and supports three PCI-Express slots. GIGABLES UltraFlex includes ASUS TransformerITX and ASUS ROG

Gladiator. They combine the most advanced technologies, which allows them to be used to solve complex problems. In addition
to a variety of features for ease of use and maximum productivity, Ultra Flex includes a touchpad for greater comfort. Includes
(on the GA-Z55OC-S2 mod.) two Gigabit Ethernet ports and a PCIe 3.10 x16 slot for high performance models. WESTERN

NORTH AFRICA CASIO Perfection ZX-80 is a product that embodies the most advanced technology and design. The model is
equipped with a 4-inch 4.3-inch LCD display with a resolution of 480x272 pixels. with PixelSenseTM Plus technology for fast

and efficient image processing. The Roland Junior 002 is a high quality synthesizer with full sound recording and storage
capabilities and numerous performance features. Art lovers will enjoy a new creative experience with the stunning Harmonix
sound profile, which includes 12 different sounds, including popular genres such as jazz and classical music. The air cooling

provided by the Harmonic System helps create a comfortable playing environment for both musicians and listeners. The
synthesizer is also equipped with a Wi-Fi module, which makes it possible to connect to the Internet to listen to songs and online

music resources. The original MIDI technology used in the CASIO synthesizer allows the musician to play exactly like the
original
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